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Page 1 of 6 on PC, the second disc contains : it up and
running no problem. this is the place. The PC version
does not have a FAQ. winking tiger file that states the
product as required (you can check the box or serial

number . the orange box pc mega europe city Just open
the game, leave it as its installed, with the serial number

matching the disc. serial number game I bought this
game as a used copy, but was in like new condition, since

I had never played it. Now it will not load, because the
serial number is already used on Steam. It's a fairly

common error, especially on the PC version. I made the
mistake of buying this game as used copy that was in like

new condition and I cannot load it due to the serial
number already in use on Steam, and I'm in no way able

to change it since I don't have access to Steam's
functions. I did my best to find the serial number to

report to the seller. I'm wondering if there is any way to
identify which copy of the disc I have, or if I can replace

the old disc with the new, to avoid the problem. To be
clear, I want to get rid of this disc and find another way
to play this game. I'm only looking for a solution to this
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problem. I don't mind spending a couple of dollars to pay
a custom code. Serial number error message I bought this
game as a used copy, but was in like new condition, since

I had never played it. Now it will not load, because the
serial number is already used on Steam. It's a fairly

common error, especially on the PC version. I made the
mistake of buying this game as used copy that was in like

new condition and I cannot load it due to the serial
number already in use on Steam, and I'm in no way able

to change it since I don't have access to Steam's
functions. I did my best to find the serial number to

report to the seller. I'm wondering if there is any way to
identify which copy of the disc I have, or if I can replace
the old disc with the new, to avoid the problem. I'm very

interested in Steam's serial number, as I see it as a
legitimate way to get my serial number out of the PC
version. EDIT: I went to steam to register the game,
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